
2024 Package Special:  

“Fly-in Overnight Wine/Dine/Fishing 

Lodge Package From Anchorage” 

The perfect blend of a scenic float plane flight from 
Anchorage, a deluxe top-reviewed river lodge, fine food, 
exceptional customer service, guided fishing experience, 
fly fishing instruction, comfortable modern cabins, fine 
wine & Alaska microbrews, good friends…  
A one-of-a-kind fly in wilderness adventure! 

 

 
 

This overnight adventure is all-inclusive, guided 
and fully outfitted. The trip is available for 
groups of 2+. All ages and abilities welcome!  
Enjoy this unique fly-in Wilderness Lodge 
experience! For locals, or those passing through 
Anchorage, this is a remarkable getaway for 
anyone on a time budget. The convenience of 
the lodge with proximity to Anchorage allows for an easy overnight trip, yet still is 
remote and surrounded by expansive Alaskan wilderness. Although just 24 hours, 
experience a full itinerary of guided fishing, fly fishing instruction, hiking, wildlife, 

photo ops, fine dining, libations, R&R and a deluxe private cabin, all-inclusive round-trip from Anchorage. 
 

Enjoy this unique fly-in Wilderness Place Lodge experience! Start your trip with a 

scenic float plane flight over the Susitna River Valley with views of Denali and 

surrounding mountains. Arrive at the lodge for a 

sit-down lunch followed by a guided afternoon on 

our clear-water river featuring an optional fly-

fishing lesson for trout and/or salmon. Return to 

the lodge for hors d’oeuvres and complimentary 

wine. Our chef team of 3 prepares a gourmet 4-

course meal including the finest Northwest 

cuisine. Enjoy a blissful sleep in your private 

deluxe cabin featuring brand-new memory foam mattresses! The following 

morning you have the option of sleeping in and enjoying our breakfast service in the lodge or rise early and hit 

the water for a full morning of fishing. Departure flight back to Anchorage leaves the lodge by float plane at 

approximately 12pm. 

To officially request booking any of our custom adventure specials for 2024, please fill out our secure website 

form at: https://www.wildernessplacelodge.com/contact/reservations and click the box for “Overnight 

Flight Itinerary from ANC: 
Day 1, depart Anchorage 10:30am, Day 2: Depart the lodge for 

Anchorage @ 12 noon with 1pm arrival in town 
  

Regimen:  Easy/Moderate: Float plane, dining, fishing, light hiking, R&R. 

24 hr overnight deluxe 
fishing lodge package 

Current availability 
June 10-18, June 20 - July 10, 2024 

2-3 people: $  1295/pers,    
4+ people: $995/person 

https://www.wildernessplacelodge.com/contact/reservations


Wine/Dine/Fishing Package Special.”  You can alternatively inquire by emailing us at 

wildernessplacelodge@gmail.com . 
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